
 

Current and Future Atmospheric CO2 Content 
Comprehensive Final Question 

 
    What will be the consequences to our atmosphere if we continue to allow for the destruction of the 

vast Amazon RainForests? 

 

Currently, we are burning approximately 7 billion tons of fossil fuels (carbon) 

each year (C + O2  -->  CO2). Climate research says that the total CO2 content in 

the atmosphere today is 380 ppm (parts per million) and climbing. Current 

Environmental research suggests that 3 ppm of the CO2 released through the 

burning of fossil fuels is absorbed back via natural processes (photosynthesis) of 

which the Amazon Rainforest is very a large component. 

 

A) Draw a diagram of this carbon cycle. Add to this diagram as you proceed. Add the chemical 

reactions involved. Add any process that will enhance your analysis. A little understanding. 

 

B) Estimate the total weight of the Earth’s atmosphere in tons.  (There are couple of ways to proceed 

here. Be creative.)   A little physics. 

 

C) Calculate the tons of CO2 released into the atmosphere each year from burning fossil fuels  

 (C + O2  -->  CO2  Remember, the molecular weights  of molecules?) A little chemistry and biology. 

 

D) Compare the weight of CO2 released to the atmosphere each year with the total weight of the 

atmosphere. Express your comparison in ppm. Why do you want to express your answer in ppm? 

 

E) What would be the estimated total atmospheric CO2 content be in the year 2050 from the burning of 

fossil fuels at the current rate? In the year 3000? Express your answer in ppm.  A little physics. 

 

F) The Amazon RainForest absorbs 3 ppm of the CO2 being burned by fossil fuels through 

photosynthesis each year. What would be the estimated total atmospheric CO2 content be in the 

year 2050 from the burning of fossil fuels at the current rate minus the absorption from the Amazon 

Rain Forest? In the year 3000? Express your answer in ppm.  Increased understanding. 

 

G) What other factors could, or should be included in this calculation? Is it possible other that natural 

processes will absorb more CO2 than we estimate? What would be another natural process that 

absorbs CO2? A little Googling, perhaps? Will the burning of fossil fuels increase or decrease in the 

near future? Why is CO2 a ‘bad’ by-product from burning of fossil fuels? This explanation should 

be included in your diagram. According to Paleoclimatologists, what has the highest level of CO2 

in the atmosphere been in the past? By knowing a little biology, a little chemistry and a little 

physics, you were able to make an order of magnitude calculation of the future atmospheric CO2 

content. What does this suggest about science in general and climate research in particular?  

  Now, that you have made this calculation, what do you suggest the International policy 

should be toward the reduction of world-wide RainForests? (This answer is what you have been 

after all along, right?)  Synthesis and Analysis. 


